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Abstract—Recently, a series of advances were made for image
restoration tasks such as image denoising and single image super-
resolution. It is particularly remarkable that methods employing
different formulations and assumptions achieve comparable top
performances. Moreover, the top methods operate at their best
on some particular image contents and poorer on other. No
method is the best on all the image contents. The methods
are complementary in both formulation and performance. We
propose a locally adaptive fusion of results of such methods
towards an improved restoration result. We work patch-wise
and partition the patch space such that per each partition to
train anchored regressors from the fused methods’ output patches
to the fusion target result. At test our anchored fusion method
applies efficiently the anchored regressors corresponding to the
input patches to be fused. Whilst having a low time complexity,
we achieve significant improvements over the fused state-of-the-
art methods on standard test images for both image denoising
and super-resolution tasks (e.g. 0.1 - 0.5dB PSNR).

I. INTRODUCTION

Image restoration aims at recovering the original image

contents from an observation image that undergone a (cor-

ruption) transformation or that is incomplete in the sense

that is missing data. Among the degradation transformations

image restoration tries to revert we mention noise, blur, down-

sampling, sensor design choices (e.g. Bayer pattern [34]) and

combinations of such. Decades of research produced a large

literature dedicated to restoration tasks [16]. In comparison,

the literature studying the fusion of restoration results from

different methods is relatively small [27]. The fusion is the

focus of our paper, as a means for achieving further perfor-

mance improvements. We propose an anchored fusion (AF)

method and apply it on two standard image restoration tasks:

image denoising and single image super-resolution.

A. Image denoising

Natural image denoising targets the restoration of a clean

image given a noisy observation. The corruption of natural

images from every-day scenes with additive white Gaussian

(AWG) noise of known variance is the most studied case. The

quantitative assessment of the restoration results is the peak

signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), which monotonically relates to

the mean squared error (MSE) between the restored image

from noise and the ground truth image.

Lebrun et al. [18] enumerate a number of denoising

principles that usually are employed by the most successful

denoising methods: Bayesian modeling (coupled with Gaus-

sian models for noiseless patches), transform thresholding

(assumes sparsity of patches in a fixed basis), sparse coding

(sparsity over a learned dictionary), pixel or block averaging

(exploits image self-similarity). To them we add the recent

end-to-end deep learning direction.

Most denoising methods work at the scale of the input

image and use small image regions/patches as independently

processed units to then integrate the results into the denoised

output image. It is assumed that the patch embeds sufficient

local information around a centered pixel to denoise the patch

or the centered pixel. Recently, works such as the one of

Zontak et al. [38] propose the use of patch recurrence across

scales (PRAS). They are using the observation that natural

images exhibit (patch) self-similarity not only within the fixed

size image but also across a pyramid of scales of the image.

According to the image information used the methods are

usually divided into internal and external denoising methods.

Internal denoising methods rely solely on the noisy input

image to extract the necessary information for denoising.

NLM (non-local means) [2] uses a weighted average of similar

patches from the same image to reconstruct a noisy patch.

Since the noise is usually uncorrelated it can be canceled using

self-similar image patches. BM3D (block matching 3D) [9]

builds upon the DCT denoising method [36] and extends

NLM. BM3D forms 3D blocks of similar patches then passes

them through a 3D linear transform thresholding and the

inverse transform provides the clean result. WNNM (weighted

nuclear norm minimization) [13] stacks non-local similar patch

vectors and applies WNNM for noiseless patch recovery. PLE

(piecewise linear estimation) [37] employs a set of 19 Gaussian

models obtained from synthetic edge images (as priors) and an

estimation-maximization iterative procedure within a Bayesian

restoration model.

External denoising methods extract and build models using

prior information from external natural images affected or

not by noise. EPLL (expected patch log likelihood) [39] can

be seen as a PLE derivation. EPLL learns from 2 million

external natural clean patches a Gaussian mixture model with

200 components and maximizes the expected log likelihood

of any randomly chosen patch in the image. LSSC (learned

simultaneous sparse coding) [20] builds a sparse dictionary

from external images to then adapt it by adding a grouping step

to the noise image. MLP (multi-layer perceptron) [3] learns

an end-to-end patch regression from an external database of

clean and noisy images. CSF (cascade of shrinkage fields) [25]

combines the image model and the optimization algorithm

as a whole through shrinkage fields. opt-MRF (Loss-Specific

Training of Filter-Based Markov Random Fields) [7] uses bi-



level optimization and revisits loss-specific training to solve

the image restoration problem. TRD (trained reaction diffu-

sion) [8] adapts the nonlinear reaction diffusion to a recurrent

neural network. TRD outperforms most of the denoising

methods and has one of the lowest time complexities.

Fusion for denoising. Most top performing denoising meth-

ods (such as BM3D, LSSC, EPLL, PRAS, and even WNNM)

face a plateau. It is astonishing that they reach comparable

denoising performances for a large range of noise, and this

despite being different in their assumptions, formulations,

and/or information used. This motivates recent works to push

the limits by combining different approaches. Usually the

fusion of an internal with an external method improves the

most [22], [4]. Mosseri et al. [22] proposes PatchSNR to

select and fuse internal and external denoising results, while

Burger et al. [4] learn a neural network (NN) for the same

purpose. Jancsary et al. [15] propose Regression Tree Fields

(RTF) also for fusion. Wu et al. [33] employ 3D convolutional

neural nets for fusion (3DCF). Stathaki [27] gives a study of

image fusion algorithms. Other researchers show theoretical

limits for denoising when natural image patch priors are used.

The gap between the predicted limits and the performance

of the top methods rapidly diminishes leaving little room for

improvements at least for the lower noise levels and non-flat

regions [6], [19].

B. Single image super-resolution

Single image super-resolution (SR) is another active

area [28], [31], [17], [32] of image restoration. The task is to

recover a high-resolution (HR) image from a low-resolution

(LR) image by restoring missing high frequencies. While fast,

the simplest interpolation methods (like bicubic or bilinear

interpolation) are not capable to restore missing frequencies

and often produce visual artifacts such as blurring and edge

halo. Therefore, more involved methods were proposed [11].

Some methods use solely the information extracted from the

LR image (internal dictionary methods) while most recent

methods use extra exemplars of LR and HR images to learn

priors and models (external dictionary methods).

Internal dictionary methods are generally time involving as

the necessary information needs to be extracted and the models

are build online from the input LR image. For example, Glas-

ner et al. [12] use image self-similarity / patch redundancy and

gradually increase the image resolution. selfEx (transformed

self-exemplars) [14] is a recent top internal method.

External dictionary methods are capable of superior per-

formance by using external data and moving offline part of

the computation. The neighbor embedding approaches assume

local manifolds for both LR and corresponding HR patches.

For example, Chang et al. [5] require very large datasets

of LR and HR patch samples for good performance [28],

but recent methods such as A+ (adjusted anchored neigh-

borhood regression) [29] partition the LR space and offline

learn anchored regressors achieving state-of-the-art PSNR

performance and time complexity. ScSR (sparse coding-based

super resolution) [35] learns a compact dictionary for LR and

HR patches such that any LR patch can be approximately

sparse coded and the corresponding HR patch shares the same

coding. RFL (super-resolution forests) [26] maps LR to HR

patches using random forests and regressors as in A+. Very

recently neural network approaches were shown to provide

top performance. SRCNN (convolutional neural network) [10]

learns an LR-to-HR patch mapping, while CSCN (cascade of

sparse coding network) [32] combines the key ingredients of

deep learning (found in SRCNN) with those of ScSR.

Fusion for super-resolution. As for denoising, many top SR

methods reach comparable PSNR performances on diverse test

images and this despite starting from different assumptions

(local manifold vs. self-similarity vs. sparse coding vs. deep

learning), formulations, and information sources (internal vs.

external dictionaries). Unlike image denoising, for SR there

are no recent fusion works with remarkable results, except

for the 3DCF method of Wu et al. [33]. However, many

SR methods have a fusion interpretation [30]. For example,

A+ [29] starts from a bicubic interpolation of the LR image,

thus from the result of a fast SR method. Also, A+ uses

specialized regressors anchored to different partitions of the

LR patch space, therefore can be seen as a fusion method

of such regressors. In [31] is shown that an average fusion

(enhanced prediction) of the SR results corresponding to the

input LR image at different rotations is successful.

C. Contributions

We study the fusion of image restoration methods at patch

level with focus on recent top methods for both denoising

and super-resolution. We propose the anchored fusion (AF)

method. AF learns regressors from the patch results of the

fused methods to the ground truth image, and this adaptive to

the local patch. Our main contributions are:

1) We show the complementarity of image restoration

methods (e.g. internal vs. external).

2) We introduce the anchored fusion (AF) and achieve large

improvements over the fused methods.

3) Our AF method is general and works using the same

settings for both denoising and super-resolution.

The remainder is organized as follows. Section II empiri-

cally shows the complementarity of the methods and analyses

oracle fusion bounds. Section III introduces our anchored

fusion (AF) method. Section IV discusses experiments and

achieved results, while Section V concludes the paper.

II. INSIGHTS

Our focus is the fusion of image results from image restora-

tion methods and particularly target the denoising of images

corrupted with additive white Gaussian noise (AWG) and the

single image super-resolution tasks. In the next we empirically

show the complementarity of the restoration methods and

analyze different fusion strategies and their limitations.

A. Complementarity of restoration methods

In the literature some restoration methods were shown to

work better than other for some particular image contents. For



example, Jancsary et al. [15], Burger et al. [4], and Zontak

and Irani et al. [38], among others, observe a complementarity

between internal and external methods in denoising. Our own

empirical evidence is shown next.
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(a) MLP vs. BM3D (b) MLP vs. TRD (c) TRD vs. BM3D

Fig. 1. No absolute winner. Each method trumps another on some image.

Ground truth BM3D (33.31dB) MLP (34.09dB)

pixel-wise (35.17dB) 5x5 patch (34.63dB) 5x5 patch overlapped (34.71dB)

Fig. 2. An example of oracle pixel and patch-wise selections from BM3D
and MLP denoising outputs and the resulting PSNRs for AWG with σ = 50.

Firstly, we compare in pairs the PSNR performances of

MLP and TRD (external methods) and of BM3D (internal

method) on 68 images from the Berkeley dataset for AWG

noise with σ = 50. Fig. 1 depicts the relative improvements

(PSNR gains). MLP is worse than TRD on ∼ 40% of the

images but, at the same time, is better than BM3D on all

images. However, on some images BM3D is better than TRD.

There is no absolute winner method at image-level.

Secondly, within the same image we compare the methods

pixel-wise or patch-wise. Fig. 2 shows, for one image with

AWG noise, σ = 50, pixel-wise selections from BM3D

(33.31dB PSNR) and MLP (34.09dB) denoising results that

best match the ground truth image. At pixel-level the best

results are almost equally divided between the methods despite

MLP being 0.78dB better on this image. A similar pattern we

see also for patch-level (5× 5 pixels). Within the same image

there is no absolute winner always getting the best result either.

B. Average and selection fusion and oracle bounds

Having shown the complementarity of the methods, we now

study a couple of image fusion strategies:

Average fusion or directly averaging the image results.

Selection of non-overlapping patches implies that the fusion

result is made from non-overlapping (equal size) patches, each

representing the best patch result from the fused methods (see

Fig. 2). A patch-wise classifier is necessary.

Selection of overlapping patches is as above in that a patch-

wise decision is made, but this time the patches overlap. The

patches are averaged in the overlapped areas (see Fig. 2).

We chose BM3D and MLP because BM3D is an internal

while MLP is an external method and at image level MLP per-

forms better than BM3D (see Fig. 1). The fusion at patch-level

is interesting in comparison with image level performance.

The chosen patch size affects the performance of an oracle

selection strategy. We show this in Fig. 3, on the same

Berkeley images with AWG noise, σ = 50, in comparison with

the fused BM3D and MLP methods, the average fusion and our

proposed AF method. We conclude that i) overlapping patches

(while slower) lead to better results than non-overlapping

patches; ii) the smaller the patch is the better the oracle results

are; iii) the average fusion performs poorer than the fused

MLP method; iv) our AF fusion performs comparable with

the oracle selection strategies for above 9× 9 patch sizes.

Complementary, in Fig. 4 we fuse the A+ [29] and

CSCN [32] methods for the single-image super-resolution (SR)

task and report on Set14 images [29] and magnification ×2
(settings described in the experimental section).

As found in these experiments the average and (patch)

selection strategies for fusion - while conceptually simple -

either not improve (case of average fusion) or their oracle

upper bounds are tight and classifying the patches accurately

is difficult (case of selection strategy). PatchSNR [22] is an

example of selection strategy and NN [4], a neural network

fusion method, reports better results than PatchSNR. We,

therefore, follow the combination paradigm for image fusion

and design and train an anchored fusion to regress from the

results of two fused methods to the targeted restored image.

III. PROPOSED ANCHORED FUSION (AF)

We propose an anchored fusion (AF) method. It follows

the efficient Adjusted Anchored Neighborhood Regression

(A+) method from single-image super-resolution [29] which

is a pair-wise linear regression from low resolution / low

frequency components (LR) to high resolution / high frequency

components (HR). We treat the images patch-wise over a dense

grid. We always start from the image results of two restoration

methods, and for each image patch we compute vertical and

horizontal gradient responses (same as in A+ [29]) for each

method and use them concatenated as low resolution (LR)

features PCA projected for 99% energy preservation. Thus we

capture robust features as restored by the fused methods.

In the training we extract pairs of LR patch features and

corresponding high-resolution (HR) patches corresponding to

the difference between the ground truth image and the average

of the fused images. We want therefore to regress from the LR

patch features from the fused images to the residual needed to

correct the average of the fused images so that to recover the

ground truth HR image. We cluster (k-means) the LR features

and obtain a set of anchor points (with unit L2 norm as in A+)

to then compute offline and store regressors in each anchored

neighborhood (of fixed size, 2048 samples as in A+ [29]) from

LR features to corresponding HR patch. Note that for AF both

LR and HR patches are of the same size (fixed to 5×5 pixels).

AF and A+ assume a partition of the LR space around the

anchor points. For each anchor j we train a ridge regressor on
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Fig. 3. Denoising average PSNR [dB] comparison of BM3D [9] and MLP [3],
average fusion, oracle selection of (overlapping or non-overlapping) patches,
and our AF fusion on 68 images, with AWG noise, σ = 50.
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Fig. 4. Super-resolution average PSNR [dB] comparison of A+ [29]
and CSCN [32], average fusion, oracle selection of (overlapping or non-
overlapping) patches, and our AF fusion on Set14, upscaling factor ×2.

the local neighborhood Nlj of LR training patches (features).

Thus, for any LR input patch y in the neighborhood of j we

minimize

min
β

‖y −Nljβ‖
2

2
+ λ‖β‖2

2
. (1)

to then project the LR patch y to the HR space as

x = Nhj
(NT

lj
Nlj + λI)−1NT

lj
y = Pjy, (2)

where Nhj
are the corresponding HR patches of Nlj , and Pj

is the projection matrix for the anchor j.

At test time AF computes a nearest anchor search and a

matrix multiplication (application of the corresponding stored

regressor) for each input LR patch features, followed by

averaging of the overlapped HR patches. To obtain the fusion

output we add the average of the fused images.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setup and Datasets

For both denoising and super-resolution tasks we use our

AF with the exact same parameters. That is the patch size

is fixed to 5 × 5, λ = 0.1, the neighborhood size is 2048,

the number of train samples (LR and HR pairs) is fixed to 5

millions, and the number of anchors/regressors is by default

fixed to 216. We have an unoptimized Matlab implementation

(AF builds on top of A+ and IA codes [29], [31]) and report

all the results on a Intel i7-4770K CPU @ 3.5GHz desktop

with Linux. For the compared methods we use the original

codes provided by the authors.

1) Denoising: For training we use the same training images

as in [8] from the training part of the Berkeley segmentation

dataset (BSD) [21]. For evaluation we have the same 68

test images as in [23], a commonly standard benchmark on

which recent top methods report results [25], [8]. We train

and test for 3 standard deviations σ ∈ {15, 25, 50} of the

additive Gaussian noise. This gives a good picture on the

performance of AF in comparison with the state-of-the-art

denoising methods described in the introductory section I:

BM3D [9], LSSC [20], EPLL [39], opt-MRF [7], CRTF [24],

WNNM [13], CSF [25], TRD [8], MLP [3], as well as the

NN [4] fusion method.

2) Super resolution: For single-image super-resolution ex-

periments we adhere to the benchmark from [28], [29] which

is widely adopted by the recent literature. Therefore, we use

91 training images and report results on standard sets: Set5,

Set14, and B100 with 5, 14, and 100 images, respectively.

The images are converted to YCbCr color space and we

TABLE I
DENOISING AVERAGE PSNR VALUES [DB] ON 68 IMAGES [23]. THE

RESULTS WITH (*) ARE FROM [8]. THE BEST IS WITH BOLD.

Method
σ

15 25 50

BM3D [9] 31.08 28.57 25.61
LSSC [20]* 31.27 28.70 25.72
EPLL [39]* 31.19 28.68 25.67
opt-MRF [7]* 31.18 28.66 25.70
CRTF5 [24]* 28.75
WNNM [13]* 31.37 28.83 25.83
CSF7×7 [25] 31.24 28.71

TRD8

7×7
[8] 31.42 28.93 25.99

MLP [3] 28.96 26.01
NN (BM3D+MLP) [4] 28.92 26.04

AF (BM3D+TRD) 31.55 29.06 26.13
AF (BM3D+MLP) 29.10 26.14
AF (TRD+MLP) 29.11 26.15

process and report on the luminance channel, while the chroma

channels are directly bicubically interpolated. To obtain the

LR images we downscale the luminance channel with bicubic

interpolation. We report PSNR and SSIM results for recent

top performing methods: A+ [29], SRCNN [10], RFL [26],

SelfEx [14], CSCN [32].

B. Denoising results

We demonstrate our AF method on 68 standard images [23]

from BSD [21] and compare with the best setups for state-

of-the-art denoising methods described in the introductory

section I. CRTF [24] has 5 cascades, CSF [25] employs the

7× 7 filter, the same as TRD [8] with 8 stages.

As shown in Table I our AF method achieves the best

results among the compared methods for the three noise levels

considered. For example, the result of AF when starting from

BM3D [9] and MLP [3] is 0.14dB and 0.13dB better than

the top standalone method MLP for σ = 25 and σ = 50,

resp. Since the authors of MLP and NN do not provide

models trained for σ = 15 we use BM3D+TRD instead.

The performance of our AF (BM3D+TRD) for σ = 15 is

consistent with the other noise level cases, and improves

0.13dB over TRD, the current best result. Our AF outperforms

NN fusion method with 0.18dB and 0.1dB for σ = 15 and

σ = 25 under the same conditions, using the same BM3D and

MLP starting methods. Note that the naive average fusion of

MLP and BM3D is even worse than MLP (see Fig. 3) and

that the PatchSNR fusion method [22] was shown in [4] to

perform worse than NN. The improvement of AF over NN

is larger than the improvement of NN over the same starting

fused methods. This substantiates the fact that our AF method

achieves robust significant improvements given the difficulty

of the task. Moreover, the performance of AF improves with



TABLE II
SUPER RESOLUTION AVERAGE PSNR / SSIM VALUES ON SET5, SET14, AND B100 DATASETS. THE BEST IS WITH BOLD.

Dataset Scale A+ [29] SRCNN(L) [10] RFL [26] SelfEx [14] CSCN [32] AF (A+,CSCN)

Set 5
x2 36.56 / 0.9612 36.68 / 0.9609 36.52 / 0.9589 36.50 / 0.9577 36.55 / 0.9605 37.15 / 0.9675

x3 32.67 / 0.9199 32.83 / 0.9198 32.50 / 0.9164 32.63 / 0.9190 32.68 / 0.9197 33.19 / 0.9287

x4 30.33 / 0.8749 30.52 / 0.8774 30.17 / 0.8715 30.32 / 0.8728 30.44 / 0.8779 30.85 / 0.8877

Set 14
x2 32.32 / 0.9607 32.52 / 0.9612 32.30 / 0.9599 32.27 / 0.9584 32.36 / 0.9593 32.77 / 0.9631

x3 29.16 / 0.8869 29.35 / 0.8886 29.07 / 0.8842 29.19 / 0.8873 29.19 / 0.8850 29.53 / 0.8935

x4 27.33 / 0.8277 27.53 / 0.8285 27.23 / 0.8251 27.43 / 0.8279 27.41 / 0.8256 27.72 / 0.8351

B100
x2 31.26 / 0.8865 31.32 / 0.8874 31.13 / 0.8842 31.15 / 0.8860 31.20 / 0.8836 31.50 / 0.8906

x3 28.30 / 0.7843 28.37 / 0.7853 28.20 / 0.7814 28.25 / 0.7821 28.28 / 0.7804 28.53 / 0.7887

x4 26.84 / 0.7083 26.86 / 0.7089 26.70 / 0.7068 26.81 / 0.7078 26.83 / 0.7072 27.03 / 0.7152

the increase in number of regressors and training samples.

AF tends to be robust to the fused methods, the relative

improvements of AF over them is comparable regardless if the

fused methods are TRD+MLP, BM3D+MLP, or BM3D+TRD.

C. Super resolution results

For single-image super resolution we report in Table II a

comparison in PSNR [dB] and SSIM results. Our AF fuses

A+ [29] with CSCN [32]. In order to make CSCN consistent

with the other methods including A+ and SRCNN we modify

the image downscaling step for CSCN. By doing so we obtain

different PSNR results for CSCN than reported in [32]. As in

the case of denosing, AF significantly improves in both PSNR

and SSIM over the fused methods. The PSNR gains vary from

0.16dB on (B100, ×3) to 0.47dB on (Set 5,×2) over the best

result from SRCNN (L) (with largest model).

D. Other aspects

Visual assessment Usually, the visual results are consistent

with the PSNR results. Some results are shown in Fig. 5 for

image denoising and in Fig. 6 for SR. We can observe that the

AF results have generally fewer artifacts and sharper edges in

comparison with the fused methods.

Running time The running time of AF is around 2.4 seconds

per 321 × 480 image on Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4770K CPU

@ 3.50GHz when using the hierarchical search structure

from [31]. Noteworthy is that our codes are Matlab and not

optimized for speed and the running time overhead added by

AF to the fused restoration methods is relatively small.

Memory The memory necessary for storing the regressors

can be greatly reduced by learning a regressor basis [1].

Generality Our AF method shows large improvements for

two core image restoration tasks, denoising and SR, while

keeping the same method parameters. As is the case with all

the fusion approaches, the result of AF depends on the fused

methods and their intrinsic complementarity.

V. CONCLUSION

We propose a novel efficient anchored fusion (AF) for

image restoration. Using the same settings and parameters,

for both single image super resolution and image denoising,

our AF improves significantly over the fused methods as well

as other fusion methods on several standard benchmarks. AF

is a generic method and adds little runtime overhead when

compared with the fused restoration methods.
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